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Outline for this lecture
1. Define “context” and “context-awareness” (CA) in a
practical way
2. Explain why building context-aware systems is (still)
very difficult
3. Cover some of the basic technologies needed for
context-awareness
• I envision this lecture as an introduction that should
be followed by “deeper dives” into specific topics
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What does the word “context” mean?
1. Circumstances (settings, environment, etc.) that can
be used to understand the meaning of an event
2. Surroundings or environment of an artifact, used to
interpret its function or meaning
• Both meanings are helpful to us…
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Context-awareness…?
• Generally, we can say the following:
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• Originally closely related to pervasive computing,
subsequently increasingly important in mobile
computing
• Literature is full of definitions that range from
technical to “philosophical”
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Often used definition from literature
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• In my opinion, this definition is not particularly
useful, since it does not help me build software
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Conceptual components of context
• Environment
– what do we know about the world around us?
– location, physical proximity, time, temperature, etc.

• User
–
–
–
–

who is he/she?
physical characteristics
behavior, habits, history
“social” proximity

• Task
– what is the user doing?
– how is the device moving or being moved, what applications
are being used, what are the user’s goals, etc.
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A more practical definition…
1. The state of the world is represented as a set of
attribute/value pairs, e.g.,
temperature = 32ºF
latitude = 60.171ºN
longitude = 24.933ºE

2. A context is a set of attributes and constraints on
their values, e.g.,
latitude ∈ [60.13ºN, 60.24ºN]
longitude ∈ [24.83ºE, 25.19ºE]

3. A context is “in effect” if the current state of the
world satisfies the constraints specified in the
context
See [Lassila & Khushraj 2005]
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Admittedly this is a bit simplistic…
• Ignores history and trends, unless these are distilled
into distinct attributes (similarly for social relations)
• State of the world is assumed to include information
about the task and the user
• Designed for context representation which uses
description logics
– consequently, a DL reasoner/classifier can be used for
various related tasks
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Other meanings of “context”
• Often used to refer to characteristics of
– ethnographic data
– demographically segmented data (e.g., for marketing)

• Could be construed as part of CA
– remember, original definitions for context call for knowledge
about the user
– e.g., “user_gender = male”
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Why representation matters
• CA is largely about our ability to model the world
– physical environment
– behavior, processes, actions, events
– relationships (social, organizational, legal, geographical, etc.)

• High-fidelity models of the world help automate
tasks, and context-awareness is about making
behavior adaptation automatic
• Other visionary endeavors also depend on similar
ability to build models
– pervasive/ubiquitous computing [Weiser 1991]
– Semantic Web [Berners-Lee, Hendler, Lassila 2001]
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Why representation is difficult
• Can we build models that are detailed enough?
– automation often requires one to be able to act in
unexpected situations ⇒ complex models help
– our ability to automate things properly relies on the fidelity
of the representational models we use
– the effort/expense to build models that are detailed enough
may defeat their benefit (e.g., they may complicate user
experience)

• End users cannot be expected to build models
– (i.e., they cannot formalize their world sufficiently)
– therefore, either someone else has to do the modeling, or
models have to be generated automatically (e.g., via machine
learning)
– even explaining models to end users is difficult…
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Example: Sensor readings as context
Nokia N8 touch-screen phone
senses its orientation and
rearranges objects on screen

• Other examples:
– automatic car windshield wipers (sensing the rain)
– automatic dimming of laptop screen (sensing ambient light)
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Example: Location as context
• Location is an “easy” form of context
– easy to understand
– easy to implement (GPS, etc.)

• For example, Nokia Maps application
uses location to decide which
content is shown
– nearby businesses, weather, etc.
– locally targeted advertising

• More sophisticated uses of location
information also exist
– trigger “reminders” at specific locations
– here things get more difficult, since
time, etc., may be factors as well
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Steps to realizing context-awareness
Task

Difficult
y

Comments

1. Context definition

Hard

Particularly hard if definitions
are elicited from users

2. Determining the
state of the world

Easy

Attribute values describing
the world are read from
sensors or other data sources

3. Context derivation

Moderate Difficult, but doable; many
technologies are available

4. Behavior adaptation
based on context

Hard

Very hard to generalize;
doable in well-defined,
limited use cases
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Context definition
• Remember my previous example (we could call this
context “in Helsinki”):
latitude ∈ [60.13ºN, 60.24ºN]
longitude ∈ [24.83ºE, 25.19ºE]

• Many questions remain:
– who defines this?
– this is a fairly “universal” context, but what about contexts
that are more “personal”, like “at home”…?
– can we learn context definitions?

• In my opinion, it is very hard to formalize the world
in a way that does not end up being overly complex
– this is partly a user experience problem
– most “ordinary people” cannot formalize
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Determining the state of the world
• Many sensors are now available on mobile devices
–
–
–
–
–

location (GPS, WiFi, cell, etc.)
proximity (touch, NFC, etc.)
orientation and acceleration
ambient light
sound, noise; e.g. [Perttunen, van Kleek, Lassila, Riekki 2009]

• (“Sensor” is used rather loosely ⇒ any data source)
• Data about the world (pre-)computed off-device
– “big data” processing in the cloud, data analytics, etc.
– here is where the other use of “context” is useful…
– results can be cached in the cloud or on device
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Potential sources of data
• Off-device, many sources of data available
– e.g., by associating with location
– public data sources, data collected through devices, etc.

• This is where the visions of CA, pervasive computing
and the Semantic Web truly meet
• Access to data is crucial
– the more data you have available, the better job you can do
determining the state of the world
– issues of privacy and data ownership are important
⇒ “policy-awareness”
– e.g., [Toninelli, Montanari, Lassila, Khushraj 2009]
– think carefully who owns the data collected through devices
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Context derivation
• Multiple components
– activity & context recognition
– context reasoning

• Many technologies can be used
– machine-learning techniques (e.g., clustering, classification)
– rule-, logic- or case-based reasoning
– (even procedural programming)

• We can also start from a “clean slate”, and use the
same technologies to define contexts
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Context abstraction
• Different applications are interested in information at
different levels of precision, granularity
• Consequently, information may need to be
“abstracted”, e.g.,
– <lat = 60.171ºN & long = 24.933ºE> → Helsinki → Finland
– now → “today” → “recently” → …

• Abstraction
– may turn quantitative values into qualitative values
– also plays a key role in addressing privacy
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“Data Value Chain” (conceptual view)
output: “context”
value

Symbolic methods
- reasoning, logic

volume

Non-symbolic methods
-

data mining
neural classifiers (SOM, etc.)
other machine learning methods
etc.

Signal processing

Adapted from: Ora Lassila: “Some Personal Thoughts on
Semantic Web and ‘Non-symbolic’ AI”, keynote address at URSW 2008

input: raw, noisy sensor data
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Adapting behavior
• Once we know which context the system is in, we can
adapt its behavior
– granularity of context information matters: sometimes we
need exact coordinates, sometimes we merely need to know
that the user is “at home”

• Typically, adaptation means changes in user interface
– when jogging, make screen fonts bigger and easier to read
– when outdoors, make ringtones louder
– understanding who the user is may help you streamline
processes (e.g., “novice” users may need a simplified, less
expressive user interface)
– understanding what the user wants to do will also help in
simplifying (and potentially speeding up) things
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Adapting behavior can be difficult
• What happens when context definitions “collide”…?
– what if I decide to work at home?
– again, this is a question of formalization (how was your
world model built)

• Generalizing the adaptation is very difficult
– could we build CA into our operating systems or application
platforms?
– individual applications may have specific needs for CA, but
uniform CA across many applications still largely eludes us

• Typically, adaptation can be achieved through
– procedural programming (“hard-wiring”)
– rules and rule-processing
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What have we learned so far?
• CA is about adapting behavior to a situational
context
– simple (“one-dimensional”) applications are easy
– how do you connect context with (desired) behavior?

• More sophisticated CA requires sophisticated models
of the world
– creating, explaining and understanding these models is
typically beyond end users’ capability
– but: well-understood uses of context (e.g., location) can
really be beneficial and offer much improved user experience

• Do not forget privacy!
• CA is what we want, it is how computing systems
should behave ⇒ great promise, many opportunities
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Related topics to learn next
• Knowledge representation (especially logic-based
KR), rule-based systems, various AI techniques
• Semantic Web, Linked Data
• Ubiquitous computing (a.k.a. “pervasive computing”)
• User experience, HCI
• Sensors, sensor networks
• Data analytics, machine learning, “non-symbolic”
techniques of AI
• Mobile computing, mobile apps
• Policy representation, access control, security, privacy
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Visions of computing

Foundational work on
context-awareness

Useful overview of
context literature

Pursuing a practical
definition of CA,
understanding the role
of access and privacy

Example of using audio
input to infer context
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